SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATING
TELEPHONY WITH COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
Take your computer telephony applications and systems to the next level of performance.

Call DAX.

Developers nationwide find DAX voice processing hardware systems the optimal platform for fast, efficient processing of their voice mail, call processing, and interactive voice response applications. DAX has a long track record of configuring systems hardware to meet the most demanding OEM requirements.

Now DAX offers a full line of advanced voice processing solutions...to take your computer telephony applications and systems to the next level of sophistication and performance.
When it comes to integrated voice processing solutions, only DAX can put all the pieces together for you.

For some voice processing vendors, the solution to your requirements is to send you a catalog or give you a model number for placing an order. In essence, they just buy hardware and sell it to you at markup. They're resellers. Nothing more.

DAX, by comparison, takes a value-added approach, offering a complete line of voice processing systems and integration services to developers and OEMs.

Today your success depends upon creating voice processing applications and systems that satisfy your customers. Our success depends on helping you achieve this objective rapidly, efficiently, and economically.

Working in close partnership with developers, DAX configures and manufactures customer-engineered platforms for computer telephony applications.

Configurations range from economical systems incorporating quality off-the-shelf components to individually engineered systems that can maximize application performance. Interactive voice response systems, custom-configured to run the developer's application or meet the OEM's requirements, are a DAX specialty. And we don't just sell you the hardware. We integrate the voice processing platform with your applications and systems...to ensure a speedy and effective solution to your customer's voice processing needs.
Unlike some vendors who focus on only one or two pieces of the puzzle, DAX offers a total solution. We provide all of the elements necessary to integrate an effective and reliable system, including:

- memory configurations
- mass storage
- transport media
- power supplies
- voice boards
- mother boards
- passive backplanes
- custom and standard chassis
- redundancy

We tailor these elements to your specifications, ensuring capability among all system elements. Components and subassemblies are then integrated into a total package for meeting the application requirement.

DAX is responsive to your need for proprietary computer telephony solutions and application-specific systems.

Research, development, and qualification are ongoing activities. Customer-driven and solutions-oriented, DAX is dedicated to providing the most powerful and efficient voice processing technology available.

Your customers demand the highest levels of reliability. And DAX delivers. Call after call. Year after year. High levels of system redundancy, extensive burn-in testing, and built-in quality give DAX products extraordinary reliability. Guaranteed.

Accessibility, service, and quality... these are the corporate values DAX embraces. By choosing to specialize in voice processing applications, we have dedicated our resources to your success in a way few other vendors can.
Built-in reliability...
with performance guaranteed.
About DAX

DAX Systems, Inc. was established in 1990 in response to the growing demand for high-quality integrated hardware systems that satisfy stringent voice processing requirements.

As a result of this unique focus, DAX has grown from a small integrator to a major provider of quality hardware solutions for voice processing systems and applications. We’re big enough to have the resources to handle the largest projects...yet small enough to give each customer responsive and highly personalized service.

According to DAX president Ernie Kaminaris: “I founded DAX on the premise that quality, reliability, and service are key to our customers...therefore, they must be key to our people, our processes, and our products as well.”

Dax takes your voice processing systems and applications to new levels of reliability and performance...

Your voice processing applications can run more efficiently and reliably in a DAX environment. And DAX systems integration services can provide a total solution, no matter how challenging your application.